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Abstraet 

A method for calculating the eco-pastoral value of grasslands in the Spanish Pyrenees is explained. 
The index takes into account different attributes which refer to both ecological and pastoral value. 
This eco-pastoral index is intended to serve as a tool for the management of grassland resources. As 
an example, the index has been calculated for five Pyrenean plant communities. As a general mle, 
extensive pastures which are widely used by livestock show a lower ecological index. However, those 
of high ecological value do not generate much pastoral interest. 
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Introduetion 

The need to adapt the management of mountain areas, and thus ensure their conservation, demands 
changes in evaluation criteria of pastoral surfaces. To this end, a method of pasture assessment is 
presented which takes into account ecological and nutritional variables in order to collect available 
information and provide managers and technicians with the means for managing and conserving 
pastures. Some ecological valuations have been developed in other environments (Cirujano et al., 

Materials and Methods 

The Pyrenean grasslands have been defíned fr 

where Vf is the floristic value and Vc is the value of the plant community. The floristic 
community (Vf) has been calculated as a mean of the sum of the floristic value of each sp 
multiplied by its frequency (f), or in other words Vf = lln Vsp x f (n = no of spec 
community in the "standard relevé"). 

degree of species abundance and comrnunity diversity, on a numerical scale from O to 5. 
obtained in the communities studied ranged from 3 to 10 (a more detailed explanation 
Gómez et al., 2001). 
With regard to pastoral value (Vp), it has often been stated that the principal fa 

B is a measurement of the abundance of the community in terms of annual producti 
to the concentration of nitrogen and phosphoms in the pasture and represent an estim 
and mineral value; D is the digestibility of dry matter and S is a measurement of 



availability and use in the pasture cornmunity and thus we propose the use of the Jacobs index (Krebs, 
1989) in our assessment. This index varies from-1 (total rejection), to O (non-selection) and +1 (total 
preference). Thus, the pastoral value is O when a cornmunity is not used in any way. As preferences 
can change depending on the species of herbivore, a pastoral index must be calculated for each animal 
species in multi-specific pastoral systems. If N, P and D are expressed in kg kgl and B in g m-2, 
normal values vary from O to 10. 

3.6, FE = 7.4, FG = 7.5, N S  = 5.4, and PI = 8.2. The pastoral 

each study. Due to this variability, the resulting values should be considered as 

loración ecológica de los pastos del Pirineo. 
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